
SmartForm
TBS461/471
ZBS461 SMB-PLC (1 set = 4PCS)

TBS461 ACC

Reflecting Philips’ drive for simplicity and sustainability, SmartForm recessed is a

complete family of highly versatile modular and semi-modular luminaires. These

luminaires are available with a choice of LED or MASTER TL5 light sources in square

and rectangular versions. Designed to fit in a wide range of ceiling types, SmartForm

can fulfill the majority of project requirements in most applications. Energy

efficiency. As well as incorporating energy-efficient light sources and electronic

ballasts, the SmartForm recessed family can be equipped with lighting controls.

These include solutions for presence detection and daylight regulation (ActiLume) or

daylight regulation only (Luxsense), thereby further reducing energy consumption

(W/m² is very low). In this way, this Green Flagship range lowers overall cost of

ownership as well as CO2 levels, making SmartForm an environmentally friendly

choice. SmartForm recessed TBS461/471 – a real ‘light surface’. SmartForm recessed

TBS461/471 ‘light surface’ luminaires are equipped with a micro-lens optic (MLO) to

create a homogeneous edge-to-edge lighting appearance with a comfortable

brightness impression. The housing of these luminaires has a build-in height of 95

mm. The TBS471 version also offers Dynamic Lighting.

Product data

General Information

Product family code ZBS461 [TBS461 ACC]

 

Product Data

Order product name ZBS461 SMB-PLC (1 set = 4PCS)

Full product name ZBS461 SMB-PLC (1 set = 4PCS)

Full product code 872790064177699

Order code 910403203803

Material Nr. (12NC) 910403203803

Numerator - Quantity Per Pack 1

EAN/UPC - Product/Case 8727900641776

Numerator - Packs per outer box 25
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EAN/UPC - Case 8727900641783
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